There is an old saying that “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure”. Although I am willing to bet everyone has heard the saying, there’s only a few that really apply it. Relating this to fresh cow diseases, most dairies wait until there is something to treat before taking action. After all, the question asked is, how can you know what treatment protocol is appropriate until a specific set of clinical symptoms is evident? While it is true that there will always be some animals that need treatment for clinical disease, we need to shift from this treatment mentality to a prevention mindset.

Our research studies have shown that the most sensitive but non-specific indicator of post-calving troubles is a drop in milk production. In addition, other non-specific signs of approaching trouble are elevated or depressed core body temperature, changes in milk composition, reduction in activity and changes in feeding behavior. It is also true that most fresh cow troubles have similar predisposing causes. Anything that causes stress and upsets the transition cow’s biological balance predisposes her to post-calving disease. These predisposing causes of stress are preventable and are under your control. There are only two acceptable stressors: high production and calving. High production is required to maximize profit and calving is required to initiate lactation. Even calving stress can be reduced by assuring that 1st lactation heifers are well grown and that calving ease sires are used for breeding. All other stress can be eliminated or at least minimized. So why wait before taking action? Let’s prevent fresh cow troubles long before clinical symptoms of disease show up.

There have been many studies documenting that fresh cow disease is preceded by non-specific symptoms 5 to 10 days prior to the onset of specific clinical signs. Elevated core body temperature, reduced activity, drop in milk production, decline in dry matter intakes and changes in milk composition like high fat:protein ratios (greater than 1.4) are all signals that need immediate attention. For example, Penn State researchers demonstrated, cows that became sick had less milk and/or less activity (steps/hour) several days prior to diagnosing the clinical disease. Numerous studies have indicated that depressed pre- and post-calving dry matter intake is a good predictor of fresh cow disease. Wisconsin and Canadian researchers found that fat:protein ratios on first DHIA test >1.4 was associated with high risk of subclinical ketosis; whereas, ratios less than 1 indicate risk of acidosis. Also, when 40% of fresh cows are above or 15% below these thresholds, it should trigger an investigation of predisposing causes. Our research found that a drop in milk production, changes in milk electro conductivity or cow activity signaled the approach of trouble up to 10 days prior to the appearance of a clinical episode.

The question is not whether we should pay attention to these non-specific signals of trouble, but what should we do when they occur? My suggestion is to take an inventory of all predisposing factors that lead to post-calving problems and correct them. These are numerous as the diagram accompanying this article indicates and they are often interactive, usually with several of these factors occurring simultaneously. Most common is the overstocking of pens, which creates excessive competitive pressure for essential resources like feed, water and resting space. This is often further complicated by stalls that may be too small or uncomfortable and/or compromised by poor sanitation because of inadequate alley scrapping or bedding changes. Recently, it has also been observed that too frequent pen moves that disrupt cow social hierarchy contribute to fresh cow health problems. Removal of all these unnecessary stressors makes it possible for most fresh cows to negotiate calving and for initiation of lactation uneventfully without post-calving disease.
Treatment is not a victory; it represents a significant loss... a loss of time, money, cow productivity and welfare. My advice is to get ahead of any need for treatment. Respond at the very first non-specific signs of imminent trouble. Remove any of the predisposing causes of subpar performance or disease. Unstressed healthy cows rarely need treatment intervention. They are more productive, have higher fertility and enjoy greater longevity. Preventing clinical disease altogether is the only real victory and everyone wins—the cows, the dairy farm, the processor, the consumer—and since healthy cows are also more efficient, the environment wins too.

For a more detailed paper regarding the predisposing causes of transition cow problems, visit our dairy extension website www.extension.umn.edu/dairy.